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Abstract

As a part of a larger national study, the author visited Wyoming to develop this case study of workforce issues related to long-term care paraprofessionals. Of particular interest was the extent to which policy makers and decision makers at the state, local, and institutional levels have adequate data on the critical staffing issues related to certified nurse aides, home health aides, and other paraprofessional long-term care workers. Information was collected via a review of written materials, interviews with key players in the state policy arena, and a field visit to a rural long-term care facility. Wyoming has a well-developed system of hospitals and nursing homes. Wyoming faces severe health workforce shortages, and long-term care paraprofessionals are no exception. All key informants expressed great interest in this topic and were eager to obtain more information. Factors contributing to shortages of Wyoming paraprofessionals include low wages, lack of access to training, difficulty of recruitment and retention in Wyoming’s remote and isolated communities, and lack of career pathways.
1. Introduction

This case study of Wyoming is a part of a larger national study that is exploring the extent to which policy makers and decision makers at the state, local and institutional levels have adequate data on the critical staffing issues experienced by long-term care paraprofessionals (certified nurse aides, home health aides, and other paraprofessional long-term care workers) (State University of New York Center for Health Workforce Studies, 2002*). The larger study consisted of a comprehensive review of key federal data sets, a review of certified nurse aide registries in 45 states, and fieldwork in four states (California, Illinois, New York, and Wyoming). In addition, this case study of Wyoming (as well as the national study) is examining the issues related to the supply, distribution, training, and quality of long-term care paraprofessionals in America. The larger study confirmed current widespread shortages of paraprofessionals and concluded that even more severe shortages are likely in the future (State University of New York Center for Health Workforce Studies, 2002). This case study focuses on the current supply of paraprofessionals in long-term care facilities in Wyoming and the factors underlying those shortages.

2. Methodology

The author contacted key individuals involved with long-term care in Wyoming and arranged a visit to that state in late May 2001. Where available and as appropriate, the author reviewed written materials from Wyoming concerning long-term care paraprofessionals. In addition, he met with state-based professionals (in both government and private agencies) in Cheyenne (the state capital), in Laramie at the University of Wyoming, and in a small rural community.

Appendix 1 includes a listing of the persons interviewed. Appendix 2 provides a listing of the questions asked. (These questions were shared with the interviewees prior to the meetings.) Appendix 3 includes a listing of documents that were reviewed.

* Center for Health Workforce Studies, School of Public Health, University at Albany, State University of New York (2002): The Direct Care Paraprofessional Workforce Providing Long-Term Care Services in the United States: Data Sources and Data Issues. Albany, NY: Author.
When in the rural community, the author talked briefly with a few certified nurse assistants (CNAs) and got detailed descriptions of these individuals. He reviewed the roster of that community’s CNAs (43) with the supervisory staff to obtain information on their age, locations of training, and career paths.

3. Findings

3.A. The State of Wyoming

With 494,000 people living on 98,000 square miles, Wyoming is America’s smallest state in terms of population and one of its largest (ninth) geographically. Most of the population is concentrated in the southeastern part of the state. The state capital is in Cheyenne, which is a short two-hour drive from Denver. The rest of the state is sparsely populated, with numerous scattered towns in the 2,000 to 5,000 population range. Historically, Wyoming was at the heart of the great American westward migration. The Oregon, Mormon, California, and Pony Express Trails all ran through Wyoming, as did the first transcontinental railroad.

The terrain is varied and, more often than not, spectacular. The landscape includes deserts, mountains, and prairies, and the land changes from one form to the next with amazing rapidity. Yellowstone National Park dominates the northwest corner of the state. Most of the state, including its largest towns, is at altitudes above 5,000 feet. While the scenery is grand, distances (which are long) and bad weather (which is frequent in the winter) can make transportation difficult and isolate communities.

While the politics of Wyoming tend toward the conservative (Vice President Cheney is a Wyomingite and the state’s two U.S. senators are, by their own descriptions, two of America’s most conservative), there is a certain frontier attitude that results in Wyomingites looking out for each other. As a result, the state has a well-developed system of hospitals and nursing homes with a tradition of providing care for everyone regardless of ability to pay. Wyoming was the first state to grant women suffrage. The state has a “nonprofessional” legislature that has a short session each year.
Wyoming's economy is based on extraction of minerals, tourism, and agriculture, with the first being about equal to the size of the other two combined. At the time this report was written, most observers said Wyoming had a booming economy. According to one, “There is not an unemployment crisis in Wyoming, there is an employment crisis.” While wages are not high, jobs abound. For employers who need relatively unskilled and untrained workers (such as nursing home aides), it is very difficult to find enough workers. Labor unions are virtually nonexistent in Wyoming, which means that wages and salaries are set by the market and not via large-scale negotiations (either privately or at the state legislative level).

Wyoming, like many rural states, suffers from “brain drain.” A substantial number of the best students leave the state once they are college-educated. To make matters worse, high school graduation rates are down, resulting in declining education levels of the entry-level workforce.

3.B. Wyoming’s Health Care System

Wyoming has 26 hospitals, 41 nursing homes (including long-term care units at hospitals), and 43 agencies providing home health care. Thirteen of the nursing homes are co-located at hospitals, while the other 28 are freestanding for-profit nursing homes. Ten of the hospitals are owned by districts and have some support via limited taxing powers. Another seven are owned by counties. The Wyoming health care workforce is predominantly white.

While the hospitals and nursing homes are, for the most part, independent of each other, there is a certain spirit of cooperation where all the institutions work together to form an informal statewide system of health care. For example, the hospitals, nursing homes, nursing association, medical association, and the university have joined together to form (and fund) the not-for-profit Wyoming Health Resources Network that works for the betterment of health care for all Wyomingites. There are no towns in Wyoming with more than one hospital, and therefore the state avoids issues associated with the costly duplication of services. Apropos this study, and as further evidence of the spirit of cooperation, the health care providers and associations in Wyoming are very eager to share health workforce data with the state and each other.

The Wyoming health workforce is characterized by staffing shortages, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Workforce Supply for Registered Nurses, Physicians, and Licensed Practical Nurses in Wyoming and the U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number per 100,000 U.S.</th>
<th>Number per 100,000 Wyoming</th>
<th>Wyoming Rank Compared to Other States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


3.C. Issues Related to Long-Term Care Paraprofessionals in Wyoming

3.C.1. Definitions: The Wyoming long-term care paraprofessional workforce has three components:

- Certified Nursing Assistants (CNAs) – These workers are licensed by the state. They are required to have at least 75 hours of training in a setting approved by the Wyoming Board of Nursing.

- Home Health Assistants (HHAs) – These workers must be CNAs with an additional 16 hours of training pertinent to giving care in the home setting.

- Informal or Underground Workers – These workers provide long-term care services outside the control of licensed agencies. They include family members as well as others who sell their services to persons living at home.

   In this report, the term **CNA** is used as a proxy for the Wyoming long-term care paraprofessional workforce. HHAs will show up in the discussions of home health, and are in fact CNAs with some additional training. Little information was available on the informal workers, so they are not discussed in this report.

3.C.2. Interest in Health Workforce Issues: Key informants, to a person, expressed great interest in health workforce issues. According to one agency
head, when it comes to workforce data in long-term care, “I don’t know much but I care a lot.” Staffing is the number one issue for Wyoming nursing homes at this time.

Health care leaders in Wyoming are interested in data about CNAs for several reasons:

• Information on numbers in the workforce can inform planning for meeting current and future workforce needs. This planning would include training and education, as well as recruitment and retention strategies.

• Workforce statistics might yield insights as to why there are shortages.

• Information on the distribution of CNAs in the state could help to identify best practices.

• Wyoming data in national databases should be accurate.

• Information on numbers of CNAs, turnover, and wages is useful in working with the legislature on statewide strategies for reducing shortages. Accurate information on workforce supply can also influence funding via federal programs.

3.C.3. Shortages: All informants recognized that there is a shortage of CNAs in Wyoming. The data below demonstrate that there are more than enough CNAs in Wyoming with valid licenses. However, many of them are either not actively participating in the workforce or are currently working in a different field.

To put a quantitative turn on the generally recognized shortages,* in Wyoming, there are:

• 12,000 CNAs on the Board of Nursing registry.

• 3,657 CNAs with current certification.

• 1,491 CNAs working in nursing homes, home health agencies, and hospitals.

* See additional information below in section 3.C.8.
• 1,387 positions (full-time equivalent [FTE]) for CNAs in the nursing homes, home health agencies, and hospitals.

• 155 vacant CNA positions in the nursing homes, home health agencies, and hospitals.

Clearly, the shortages faced by these agencies are a manifestation of something other than an inadequate supply of CNAs. The next sections of this report discuss some possible reasons for the shortages.

3.C.4. Wage Rates: All observers believe that pay rates for CNAs are very low relative to their importance to long-term care. A recent survey by the Quality Health Care Foundation of Wyoming found that the statewide median pay rate for CNAs is $8.32 per hour. The lowest paid CNAs anywhere in Wyoming made $7.00 per hour, while the highest paid CNAs earned $12.86 per hour. Even with Wyoming’s relatively low cost of living, these are not sufficient living wages for a single-income family.

There is a difference of opinion as to the importance of wage rates to the supply problem. Some observers believe that a dollar or so more per hour would increase the availability of CNAs. Others believe that even with a two to three dollar per hour raise (25%+), the shortages would not disappear. They argue that the key issue involves the work itself. Some people find this work interesting and rewarding (albeit physically and mentally stressful), while others perceive the work distasteful and would never work as CNAs regardless of the wage. Furthermore, according to key informants in Wyoming, “a potential employee with any skills who is looking to maximize his or her income would not take a job as a CNA.” Yet, the shortages notwithstanding, hundreds of skilled and caring people do this type of work in Wyoming.

In Wyoming, CNA wages are restricted by state rules that limit the amount that a nursing home can pay a CNA (under cost-based reimbursement). Nursing homes that increase CNA pay rates need to wait up to a year for the higher rates to be reflected in their reimbursement.

3.C.5. Training and Continuing Education: Training for CNA certification can be obtained in the state’s community colleges, at some high schools and at most nursing homes. A training course costs about $350 and includes at least 75 hours of classroom and practical instruction. HHA certification requires an additional 16 hours of training. At the end of the course, the trainee must pass
both a written test (unless that applicant is illiterate, in which case the test must be administered orally) and a skills test. Finally, applicants go through a background check that covers disciplinary actions by licensing boards, drug and/or alcohol abuse, and criminal convictions. Last year in Wyoming, fully 60 percent of the applicants for CNA certification had criminal records. Typically in Wyoming, the applicant pays $155 in certification fees (CNA application—$60; background check—$60; and National Nurse Aide Assessment examination—$35).

The School of Nursing at the University of Wyoming (and some other higher education institutions in Wyoming) now requires that all applicants for the Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) program have completed CNA training and passed the test and background check. This ensures (1) that incoming students will have the basic skills of patient care, and (2) that applicants will have a clear understanding of what nurses actually do (i.e. they have frequent physical contact with patients that includes assistance with daily living). This requirement has the beneficial side effect of putting a cadre of workers into the CNA field even if for only a brief time and/or for part-time work.

Some high schools in Wyoming have Career and Technical Education departments that examine workforce issues and develop programs to encourage students to enter areas with workforce shortages. These programs offer CNA training in some towns. For young students, there can be problems with gaining practical experience during training, as the local nursing homes are often reluctant to bring uncertified students into contact with their residents.

A training issue that is particularly irksome to the key informants is that if a nursing home has a certain level of deficiencies in a state survey, a statutory consequence may be that it will be penalized by losing the certification of its training program. The CNA shortage can result in understaffing and overwork for the CNAs that are employed, which can lead to more deficiencies on surveys by the state. Losing the training program exacerbates the CNA shortage problem, leading to a spiral of decline in the quality and financial health of the nursing home.

* On further review, many of those criminal records are deemed minor and unrelated to the applicant’s ability to work as a CNA. The state then grants certification to these individuals despite their criminal records.
3.C.6. Recruiting and Retention: There is broad agreement among key informants that the agencies having the least problems with CNA shortages are those that do the best with human resources management. Such agencies value the CNAs and communicate their appreciation to the staff. These agencies involve the CNAs in decisions where their input can be useful. They have flexible staffing patterns in recognition of the wide variety of personal circumstances of the CNAs. For example, the rural nursing home visited for this study had shifts of 8, 10 and 12 hours, with a wide variety of start and end times.

Local training programs are clearly a major source of CNAs. In the rural nursing home that the author visited, 36 of the 43 CNAs were trained at that facility. On the downside, the nursing home reported that in a typical training class of 15, only three or four typically get hired, some fail the test, others do not like the work, and some turn out to be incompetent. In some rural settings, being a CNA might be “the only game in town” for a poorly educated, unskilled person seeking steady, full-time work. Individuals participating in “welfare to work” programs may be eligible to have their CNA training and certification fees waived.

One informant pointed out that CNAs are a mobile group. As she explained:

- They move out — they leave the field and get new kinds of work.
- They move up — they get more training and get higher level jobs in the health field.
- They move on — they go to another facility, probably looking for a setting where they will be treated better.

Annual regulatory surveys (site visits for inspection of the facilities and the care given) of the nursing homes are becoming a retention issue with CNAs. All nursing home personnel are finding these surveys to be increasingly draconian and stressful. Many CNAs see the surveys as a violation of a resident’s “home” (the resident’s room in the nursing home). The surveyors, a group of people with clipboards, observe very personal care, and this is often distressing to the residents, and some CNAs find the process intolerable and decide to leave the field.
3.C.7. Career Paths for Long-Term Care Paraprofessionals: For many CNAs, the job and work experience hold little promise for career advancement. They need very little training to be certified and they face substantial limitations when on the job, which can make these jobs seem like “dead ends.” That having been said, there is evidence that some CNAs use this work as a stepping stone to other opportunities in the workplace, both in health care and other fields. A review of the roster of CNAs in the rural community visited showed that of 43 CNAs currently employed, six have plans and aspirations for advanced training and work in the health care field. Three or four others work on a part-time basis while they pursue other opportunities. One came to the hospital as part of a government-sponsored back-to-work program.

3.C.8. Quality of Workforce: Due to the diligence of the Board of Nursing, most observers believe that the quality of the CNA workforce is high in Wyoming. There are many CNAs who see this work as a calling, and they are doing a great job. On the downside, the programs concerning quality of the CNA workforce at the Board of Nursing (training oversight, discipline and background checks, licensure and certification, and data management) cost substantially more to administer than the funding allows. For this reason, the Board of Nursing cannot afford to do all the things that they could do to assure a quality workforce.

3.C.9. Data Issues: The main sources of workforce information in Wyoming on CNAs are:

- Wyoming Board of Nursing.
- Mailed and telephone surveys done by the Quality Health Care Foundation of Wyoming and the Wyoming Health Care Association.
- Wyoming Department of Employment (the publication is Wyoming Labor Force Trends; see also http://lmi.state.wy.us).
- Wyoming Health Resources Network.
- Center for Rural Health Research and Education at the University of Wyoming.

Board of Nursing: Most agencies in Wyoming look to the Board of Nursing as the best source of workforce information on CNAs. The Board of
Nursing maintains the registries of CNAs in Wyoming. Each biennium, CNAs must pay $50 to renew their certification. At the time of renewal, CNAs submit information concerning change of address, place of employment, continuing education credits, full-time/part-time status, and disciplinary actions. (See Appendix 4 for a copy of the “Application for Biennial Registration.”) The staff audits 10 percent of the renewal applications to ensure accuracy.

Recent numbers of current licenses for CNAs are as follows:

- July 1996: 2,692
- May 1997: 3,941
- April 1998: 4,587
- May 1999: 4,072
- May 2000: 4,729
- May 2001: 3,657

At this writing, there are approximately 12,000 names on the full registry.

In early 2001, surveys on long-term care paraprofessionals in Wyoming were conducted by (1) the staff of the Board of Nursing and (2) the trade associations representing the state’s nursing homes and home health agencies (Quality Health Foundation of Wyoming and Wyoming Health Care Association).

The Board of Nursing conducted a survey in the summer of 2002 of all the institutions that employ CNAs and HHAs. This brief survey asked each institution about the number of positions, number of persons hired, number of vacancies, and so forth. (See Appendix 5 for copies of the survey instruments.) The return rate was very high, probably because the shortages in all classifications of nursing personnel are acute. The Board of Nursing believes that the quality of its data is good, although it points out that all such data sources are dependent on the accuracy of the numbers submitted and the care with which they are entered into the database.

This survey for the period July 1, 1999, to June 30, 2000, is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Results of Wyoming Long-Term Care Facility Survey — CNA Staffing 7/1999-6/2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nursing Homes</th>
<th>Home Health</th>
<th>Hospitals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of CNA positions (FTEs)</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of CNAs employed</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of CNAs hired</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently vacant CNA positions</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey return rate</td>
<td>28/40 (70%)</td>
<td>48/56 (86%)</td>
<td>18/26 (69%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data collected by the Board of Nursing are accessible, as the Board of Nursing is willing to share aggregated data with anyone who queries. If one knows the Social Security number of a CNA, the Board will provide that person’s certification standing. For a small fee, the Board of Nursing will provide mailing labels of all CNAs by location.

**Quality Health Care Foundation of Wyoming and the Wyoming Health Care Association:** These two agencies represent various portions of the state’s long-term care facilities. Both agencies conduct surveys from time to time, as mentioned elsewhere in this report. (See, for example, the discussions of wages in Section 3.C.4. above.)

**University of Wyoming and the Wyoming Health Resources Network:** The University of Wyoming’s Center for Rural Health Research and Education, working in conjunction with the Wyoming Health Resources Network, recently created a statewide health workforce registry. The registry will (1) contain data on licensed health care and allied health practitioners and facilities, (2) be Internet accessible, and (3) support searches and analyses by policy planners, recruiters, researchers, and the public.

**Local Knowledge:** According to one informant, some local administrators will often have detailed knowledge of the local CNA workforce, including names and addresses of potential workers. They will know where (and why) CNAs are currently working in town, and they will understand the competitive circumstances of local pay rates for other low-paying jobs.

**3.C.10. Comparison of Wyoming Data with Data from National Sources:** Some observers feel that national workforce databases do not accurately represent the workforce in Wyoming. Key informants cited recent workforce
studies with inaccurate statistics on pharmacists, physician assistants, and certified nurse midwives.

4. Author’s Recommendations

- **Continue with current data collection activities.** Wyoming’s small size and renowned cooperation allow it to collect high-quality, accessible data on a regular basis. The new registry being developed by the University and the Wyoming Health Resources Network will be an important contribution to the CNA workforce knowledge base.

- **Do not take away training programs as a penalty for deficiencies that are unrelated to training.** A prime source of CNAs in this time of shortages is the nursing home-based training programs. It is counter-productive to decertify those programs for deficiencies unrelated to the quality of the training.

- **Share information about successful staff retention efforts.** Some nursing homes and home health agencies do a very good job retaining CNAs, and the entire state could benefit from knowledge of effective retention strategies.

- **Develop ways to help potential applicants afford or pay fees required for certification.** The fees required of the applicants are relatively high for a low-income person interested in becoming a CNA. The state as a whole would benefit from removing this barrier to entry into the workforce.

- **The state survey process should be “toned down.”** State nursing home surveys are becoming a serious CNA retention issue. CNAs as a group see the survey process not as an opportunity to improve resident care, but rather as a harsh summative process. The surveyors need to understand that “when you study a thing, you change it.” A CNA’s skills will often suffer while surveyors are looking over their shoulders.
Appendix 1:

Individuals Interviewed

Sharla Allen, Executive Director, Wyoming Health Resources Network, Inc.
Kim Brillhart, Resident Care Director, Platte County Memorial Hospital, Nursing Home and Home Health, Wheatland
Marcia Dale, Dean, School of Nursing, University of Wyoming
Toni Decklever, President, Wyoming Nurses Association
Bill Gould, Human Resources Director, Platte County Memorial Hospital, Nursing Home and Home Health, Wheatland
Steve Hannah, Administrator, Platte County Memorial Hospital, Nursing Home and Home Health, Wheatland
Kathi Harshbarger, Home Care Director, Platte County Memorial Hospital, Nursing Home and Home Health, Wheatland
Kelly Hubbell, Project Coordinator, Wyoming Area Health Education Center
Tom Jones, Executive Director, Wyoming Health Care Association
Bob Kidd, Executive Director, Wyoming Hospital Association
Cheryl Koski, Executive Director, State Board of Nursing
Deborah Lockman, Patient Care Administrator, Platte County Memorial Hospital, Nursing Home and Home Health, Wheatland
Jeanie Niemoller, Administrator, Extended Care Facility, Laramie Memorial Hospital, Laramie
Mary K. Schaper, Nurse Practices Consultant, State Board of Nursing
Janet Shoop, Human Resources Director, Platte County Memorial Hospital, Nursing Home and Home Health, Wheatland
Doug Thiede, Director, Wyoming Office of Rural Health
Appendix 2:
Interview Questions

1. What are the sources of data about long-term care paraprofessionals in Wyoming?
   - List of agencies with responsibility for official registries
     To what extent are these registries used?
   - Types of workers could include:
     Certified nurse aides
     Home health aides
     Other paraprofessional long-term care workers
     Personal and home care aides, orderlies, attendants, etc.
     Informal/underground workers
   - On the data sources:
     Definitions (key point of information)
     Documentation of the files
     Availability
     Access procedures
     Etc.
   - Basic historical counts (if available) by type of worker
   - Where would you go if you needed data in a hurry?

2. What is the quality/adequacy of these data sources for use in workforce planning and policy making?

3. What is the “quality” of the workforce.
   Quality as associated with skills, knowledge, dedication, caring, etc.
   How do you measure these characteristics?
   What is the number of hours of training required by category?
   Is training coordinated into a career path allowing workers to advance?

4. Is there interest in establishing a new system for collecting basic data on direct-care paraprofessionals in Wyoming?

5. Are there any “best practices” in Wyoming that we should know about?
Appendix 3:
Documents Reviewed

October 2000 survey by the Board of Nursing relating to Certified Nursing Assistants

Specific costs of CNA program for the State of Wyoming

Initial training program application requirements

CNA endorsement application package

Wyoming Nurse Practice Act

Wyoming Administrative Rules and Regulations (Chapter 7 relates to CNAs)

Nurse Aide Candidate Handbook (from the National Nurse Aide Assessment Program)

Member Wage Survey (updated April 2001) from the Quality Health Care Foundation of Wyoming

Update of the Master Plan for Nursing Education in Wyoming, 2001 (updated from Strategies for Implementing a Master Plan for Nursing Education in the State of Wyoming by Marie E. Miller, 1991)

Wyoming Labor Force Trends

Telephone Survey of Directors of Nursing, January – April 2001, by Quality Health Care Foundation
Appendix 4

Certified Nursing Assistant Biennial Registration Form

CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANT
APPLICATION FOR BIENNIAL REGISTRATION
EXPIRATION DATE: DECEMBER 31, 20____

NAME: (Last) (First) (Middle) (Maiden)

MAILING ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________

(City) (County) (State) (Zip Code)

WY CERTIFICATION NO.: ________________________ HOME TELEPHONE NO.: ______________

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.: _________________________ DATE OF BIRTH: _____________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________

ADDITIONAL EDUCATION BEYOND BASIC PROGRAM - YEAR COMPLETED:

1 ☐ Associate Degree Year
2 ☐ Baccalaureate Degree
3 ☐ Master Degree Year
4 ☐ Doctorate Year

EMPLOYER ____________________________

Address ______________________________

Business Phone No. ____________________

3 ☐ Full-time (40 or more hours per week)
4 ☐ Part-time (________ hours per week)

I meet continued competency requirement by: (MUST CHECK 2)

10 ☐ Minimum 500 hours working as CNA in the last 2 years.
11 ☐ 24 in-service education hours in the last 2 years.
13 ☐ Completion of basic nurse aid program in the last 2 years.
14 ☐ Passed State Board NACEP within the last 2 years.

If YES to any of the following questions, give dates, detailed information, including court orders, treatment records, probation records, etc., for each occurrence. Attach documents and your statement to this form. Do Not include minor traffic violations.

☐ YES ☐ NO Has any disciplinary action been taken or is pending against you by a licensing authority?

☐ YES ☐ NO Are you now or have you been treated for drug/alcohol/substance abuse in the last ten years?

☐ YES ☐ NO Have you been convicted of an offense in a court of law?

I certify that I have records to document the statements checked on this renewal application and that, if audited, I will submit the documentation to the Wyoming State Board of Nursing.

I represent all information entered on this renewal application to be true and correct. I understand any misrepresentation or concealment of information requested may be reason for denial or revocation of license (W.S. 33-21-146(a)(iii)(A)).

Please read above X Applicant's Signature ____________________________ Date __________________
Appendix 5:
Board of Nursing, CNA Survey Instruments
The Board of Nursing, in conjunction with the Department of Health, is attempting to obtain increased funding for the CNA program from the federal government. In order to accomplish this, we need some important information on CNA employment in your facility.

Please complete the survey below as soon as possible and return it no later than Wednesday, October 25, 2000 to:

Wyoming State Board of Nursing
2020 Carey Avenue, Suite 110
Cheyenne, WY 82002
FAX: 307-777-3519

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name:</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Total number of CNAs hired July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2000:

2. Total number of CNAs employed July 1, 1999 through June 30, 2000:

3. Total number of budgeted positions for CNAs:

4. Total number of vacant CNA positions:

5. Annual turnover rate of CNAs:

6. Do any CNAs employed work in both acute care and long term care? [ ] Yes [ ] No
   a. If yes, how many?
   b. If yes, are they employed by you or the hospital? [ ] Us [ ] Hosp

Additional Comments:

Thank you for your time given to complete this survey!
The Board of Nursing, in conjunction with the Department of Health, is attempting to obtain increased funding for the CNA program from the federal government. In order to accomplish this, we need some important information on CNA employment in your facility.

Please complete the survey below as soon as possible and return it no later than Wednesday, October 25, 2000 to:

Wyoming State Board of Nursing
2020 Carey Avenue, Suite 110
Cheyenne, WY 82002
FAX: 307-777-3519
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</tr>
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<td>Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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1. Total number of CNAs hired July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2000:

2. Total number of CNAs employed July 1, 1999 through June 30, 2000:

3. Total number of budgeted positions for CNAs:

4. Total number of vacant CNA positions:

5. Annual turnover rate of CNAs:

6. Do any CNAs employed work in both acute care and long term care?  
   a. If yes, how many?
   b. If yes, are they employed by you or long term care?

7. Do you have swing beds?  
   a. If yes, do CNAs in your facility care for patients in the swing beds?  
      1) If yes, how many CNAs each shift care for swing bed patients?

Additional Comments:
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Thank you for your time given to complete this survey!
The Board of Nursing, in conjunction with the Department of Health, is attempting to obtain increased funding for the CNA program from the federal government. In order to accomplish this, we need some important information on CNA employment in your facility.

Please complete the survey below as soon as possible and return it no later than Wednesday, October 25, 2000 to:

Wyoming State Board of Nursing  
2020 Carey Avenue, Suite 110  
Cheyenne, WY 82002  
FAX: 307-777-3519
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<th>Facility Name:</th>
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<th>Fax</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Total number of CNAs hired July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2000:  
2. Total number of CNAs employed July 1, 1999 through June 30, 2000:  
3. Total number of budgeted positions for CNAs:  
4. Total number of vacant CNA positions:  
5. Annual turnover rate of CNAs:  
6. Do any CNAs employed work in both acute care and long term care?  
   a. If yes, how many?  
   b. If yes, are they employed by you or long term care?  

Additional Comments:

Thank you for your time given to complete this survey!
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